The first two papers of this series1 were primarily concerned with a closure operation on the lattice of right ideals of a ring and the resulting direct-sum representation of the ring in case the closure operation was atomic. These results generalize the classical structure theory of semisimple rings. The present paper studies the irreducible components encountered in the direct-sum representation of a ring in (F II). For semisimple rings, these components are primitive rings. Thus, primitive rings and also prime rings are special instances of the irreducible rings discussed in this paper.
Introduction.
Let LT(R) and L¡(R) designate the lattices of r-ideals and /-ideals, respectively, of a ring R. A primitive ring with minimal r-ideals is an example of a ring having a zero singular ideal. An example to be given later, the ring of all nXn triangular matrices over Z, the ring of integers, shows that a ring can have both a zero singular ideal and a nonzero radical.
It is useful at times to extend a ring R without unity to one with unity before discussing its properties. We may let Ri= {(r,n)\reR,nez\ be the usual extension of R to a ring with unity (operations being defined in i?i as if (r, n)=r-\-n), then R'= {(r, 0)\rER} is an ideal of Ri isomorphic to R. If we let Rq be a maximal element in the set of all ideals of Ri having zero intersection with R', then the factor ring Ri/Rq has a unity and contains (an isomorphic image of) R. If either 0i?_1 = 0 or i?-10 = 0, then the ideal R0 is unique; it is either the left or the right annihilator of R' in Ri. In case Ro is unique, so is the factor ring Ri/Ro. This unique extension of 2? to a ring with unity will be designated by Ru. Evidently R is a large ideal of Ru, Lr(R) CZLr(Ru) and similarly for /-ideals. (See (F II, top of p. 543); [18] and [24] .)
It is easily shown that if R is a ring without unity and if M is an 2?-module such that MA = 0, then the minimal injective extension of M as an i?-module coincides with that of M considered as an Rumodule. We remark in passing it may be shown that if R is an irreducible ring then either R has prime characteristic or every nonzero element of R has characteristic zero. If A and B are nonzero ideals of a prime ring R, then Ai\B^0. Thus, a prime ring R for which R* = 0 is an example of an irreducible ring. The ring R of all «X» triangular matrices over Z is irreducible, as we shall show in the next section. This ring clearly is not prime, since it has nilpotent ideals. If the ring R is irreducible and the closure operation 5 on LT(R) is homogeneous, and if Mi and M2 are irreducible right i?-modules, then there exist nonzero Xi(E.Mi such that xr10 = x2_10. This is so since for any nonzero yiOEMi, there exist atoms A(Ç:L'r(R) such that yiAi9¿0, i=í, 2. Thus, Ai and A2 are perspective and ar10 = a2_I0 for some nonzero a^Ai.
The desired conclusion follows with x¿ = y,a,-. The minimal injective extension of an irreducible i?-module is irreducible by (F II, 6.8).
2.2. Theorem. An irreducible ring Rfor which s is homogeneous has a unique irreducible injective module M. Furthermore, M is faithful.
Proof. Let Mi and M2 be irreducible injective i?-modules. There exist nonzero XjGAf¿ such that xr10 = x2_10. The mapping a of xii? into M2 defined by a(xir) =x2r, rÇzR, is a homomorphism.
As such, it can be extended to a homomorphism a' of Mi into M2. For each nonzero xÇ.Mi, xa = Xib5¿0 for some a, bÇ£R. Since a'(xa) =a(xib) = x2b9é0, evidently a'x^O. Thus, a' is an isomorphism of Mi into M2. Since a'Mi is injective and a'MiC'M2, and since an injective module has no essential extension, evidently a'Mi = M2. Hence Mi~M2 and R has a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible injective module M.
We shall prove that M is faithful by transferring our argument to the ring Ru. Each atom A€E:L'T(R) is contained in a unique atom A'ÇzLr(Ru). Since M is also an injective i?"-module, there exists an isomorphic mapping ß of the right i?"-module A' into M by an argument similar to that of the preceding paragraph. Since M is injective, ß can be extended to a homomorphism ß' of Ru (as a right Ru-module) into M. If ß'l=x, then ßa = xa for every aEA'. Therefore, xAy^O, and we conclude that M^4^0 for every atom AEL'T(R).
Hence M is faithful.
The ring Homs(ilí, M) associated with this irreducible injective module M is a division ring (F II, 7.5). Consequently, we have proved that each irreducible ring R for which 5 is homogeneous is a ring of endomorphisms of a vector space over some division ring. It need hardly be remarked that the concepts discussed above apply equally to the left structure of a ring. Each irreducible ring for which the closure operation s is homogeneous is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms by results of the preceding section.
Let us show that the ring R of nXn triangular matrices over Z is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of some abelian group M. If we let M = Zxi-\-Zx2+
• ■ ■ +Zxn, a direct sum of n copies of the additive group of Z, then R may be interpreted as follows:
(3.3) R= <r\rE Kom(M, M), x<r G ¿ Zx\ .
If x= ^w¿x¡ and y= X^'**-with mj^O, n*^0 andj^k, then select r, r' E R as follows: x,r = 5¿yWfcXy, x,r'= S.iWZyXy, i=l, ■ ■ • ,«. Evidently xr = mjnkXj = yr' so that 3.1 is satisfied. If we let e¡ be the idempotent defined by x.ey = o,yx¿, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, then xej = m¡Xj?áQ. It is clear that x~i0r^ejR = 0, since xyr = 0 implies x,eyr = 0 and e,r = 0. Thus 3.2 is also satisfied by R.
If R is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of an abelian group M and if rER, r^O, then xr?¿0 for some xEM. By 3.2, there exists a nonzero AELr (R) such that (xr)-10n^l=0. Hence r~10r\A=0, and we conclude that RA = Q. Therefore the closure operation 5 is defined both on Lr(R) and Lr(M).
Theorem.
If R is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of an abelian group M, then the closure operation s on Lr(R) is homogeneous.
Proof.
For each nonzero xEM, we select AELr(R) so that If BELsT(R),B^0, then xB^O for some x G AT. Since x~l0n.B ^5
and x^OfYBGZJCR), there exists some nonzero A<ELsr(R) such that A<Z_B and ^4/^\x~10 = 0. Thus -B contains an atom A and s is homogeneous.
If A and 5 are atoms of Lr(R) and x, yGM are chosen so that xA^O and yB^O, then x^fYySFíO by 3.1. Hence xa = yb^0 for someaG-4, bG.B, and (xa)~10 = (;y&)_l0 = a~10 = Z>_10. Thus the atoms A and ¿3 are perspective, and R is irreducible by (F II, 6.12). This proves the following result.
3.5. Theorem. Each irreducible ring of endomorphisms of an abelian group is an irreducible ring for which the closure operation s is homogeneous.
We may now conclude, for example, that the ring R (of 3.3) of all nXn triangular matrices over Z is irreducible. Furthermore, its closure operation s is homogeneous.
4. Primitive rings. If R is a ring such that R* = 0 and if e is an idempotent of R, then eR<ELsT(R). This is so since eRH\(l -e)R = 0 whereas Ar\(l-e)R9^0
for any A^)eR, Ay^eR. Hence, if A is a minimal r-ideal of R for which A2^0, then AÇ_UT(R) since A=eR for some idempotent eG-REach ring R considered in this section is assumed to be primitive and to contain minimal r-ideals. It is easily seen that Rf = 0, s is homogeneous and the atoms of L'T(R) are the minimal r-ideals for such a ring R. Thus, the base R* of R is its right socle [20, p. 64].
The right and left socles are equal for a primitive ring, so the right and left bases must be equal. Every large r-ideal of R must contain every minimal r-ideal, and therefore must contain the base R*.
The ring R has a unique faithful simple right i?-module M, which we may assume to have the form M = eR, eR an atom of L'(R) with idempotent generator e [20, p. 64 et. seq.]. The /-ideal Re also is minimal, and eRe is a division ring isomorphic to Hon\R(M, M).
Since R* is contained in each large r-ideal, our previous characterization of M has the simple form is afforded by the ring E above. The left E-module M* has M as the total subspace of its conjugate space associated with E, and therefore M* = M* by our previous remarks. That is, the simple left E-module M* is injective.
